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Why George Eliot was not a Political Activist

By June Skye Szirotny

Abstract

It is often thought that George Eliot's refusal to campaign actively for feminist goals indicates that she was no feminist. But there were several reasons that make the charge mute. She disliked dealing with practical matters, especially legislative ones. Proselytizing was particularly repugnant to her because she knew that her scandalous liaison with Lewes could only make her discussion of controversial matters a liability. Furthermore, she thought that the factors facilitating success were so complicated that one could say little that would be helpful to the aspiring woman. Actually, she thought of herself as an a activist, "teaching the world through books." Thinking that she could more forcefully present her views by maintaining the persona of a neutral observer in her fiction, she objected to the role of political activist, who presents ideas in her own person. Finally, as a shy woman who cared only for her husband and her writing, who was often ill, and who hated publicity, she had neither the taste nor energy for public life.
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Unlike most of the first wave feminists whom we remember today, George Eliot was not a political activist for women's rights. While critics who do not question her feminism usually do not mention her nonactivism, as Kristin Brady says,¹ those who question her feminism frequently, implicitly or explicitly, put her nonactivism in the scale against her antifeminism.² Nancy Paxton writes, "Those who use political activism in the public sphere as a touchstone regard Eliot as a failed feminist."³ But George Eliot had reasons for her nonactivism, which were independent of her attitudes toward feminism.

In the first place, she disliked dealing with practical matters. Living "out of the political world,"⁴ "grievously" lacking "practical experience" (Letters, IV:473), as she wrote, and diffident about everything except a few moral matters, made clear to her by experience (Letters, IV:221), she, over and over, from 1857, protests that she is not knowledgeable enough to pronounce "on a question so entangled as the `Woman Question'" (Letters, II:396). She is no "oracle," as she tells her feminist friend Clementia Taylor, in 1867 (Letters, IV:366). Hesitant to advise Elizabeth Malleson about establishing a college for working women, she explains, in 1869, "I am never confident in my own opinions positive or negative on practical matters" (Letters, VIII:460). Later that year, she writes Jane Senior that, except as regards education, she "feel[s] too deeply the difficult complications that beset every measure likely to affect the position of women . . . to give any practical adhesion to [such measures]" (Letters, V:58). Urged to speak for
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women's suffrage (Letters, IX:525, s.v. "Taylor, Mrs."), she writes Mrs. Taylor, in 1878:

My function is that of the æsthetic," not the doctrinal teacher--the rousing of the nobler emotions, which make mankind desire the social right, not the prescribing of special measures, concerning which the artistic mind, however strongly moved by social sympathy, is often not the best judge. It is one thing to feel keenly for one's fellow-beings; another to say, "This step, and this alone, will be the best to take for the removal of particular calamities" (Letters, VII:44).

Intellectual, contemplative, and diffident, preferring passivity to activity (Letters, II:383), she disliked embroiling herself in controversial issues, because she did not feel wise enough and because she disliked being forced to disagree with others. In 1877, writing to obtain another's help for a cause in which she is interested, she excuses herself because "I never intermeddle with practical efforts--associations, memorials & so forth."

Legislative matters were among practical concerns that she particularly disparaged, as not providing meaningful reform. Having a "natural aversion to the machinery of society," she wrote, in 1860, that R. W. Emerson's essay "Man the Reformer," arguing that societal reformation comes through individual reformation, came to her "with fresh beauty and meaning" (Letters, I:99; III:337). Believing in "the wide-spreading roots of social and personal good," she condemned as nonsense, in 1877, "the supposition that a perfect government can arise or be sustained through any other means than the growing virtues of mankind" (Letters, VI:339, 338). Refusing to encourage political conversation at the Priory, she wrote D'Albert-Durade, in 1878, "I care as much or more for the interests of the people, but I believe less [than in 1849-50] in the help they will get from democrats" (Letters, VII:47).

Proselytizing was always distasteful to her. As one whose unconventional life, especially her liaison with a married man, led others to suppose she was a feminist, she was pressed by her friends to take part in the public debate on women's rights. But considered, according to her friend Anna Jameson, "very free in all her opinions as to morals and religion" (Letters, II:231), accused of taking a pseudonym because it was said that no book known to be written by her could succeed (Letters, III:103), and who visited Girton College, as a contemporary said, "in cognita, in order that the new experiment for women's welfare might not be associated even remotely with one, however important, whose social standing was anomalous," George Eliot knew that her proselytizing, would be a liability. In 1868, she confesses to her friend Barbara Bodichon, "the originator of organized feminism in England," who also trod carefully because of her unconventionality, that discussion of the Woman Question does not come well from her and that she never likes "to be quoted in any way on this subject" (Letters, IV:425). In 1867, she writes John Morley that she does not trust her impressions on the Woman Question, for "[t]he peculiarities of my own lot have caused me to have idiosyncrasies rather than average judgment" (Letters, VIII:402; cf. II:512). Benjamin Jowett wrote of her after her death, "There was a time when she greatly desired to write something for the good of women. But she thought that there were circumstances in her own life which unfitted her for this task."

Furthermore, while second wave feminists criticized her as not encouraging women to become feminists, George Eliot thought such proselytizing futile. Conscious of the hard work, perseverance, possible poverty, courage, and renunciation of popular applause necessary to success--of "the arduousness and difficulties of a career so facile in
imagination," which George Henry Lewes saw George Eliot emphasizing in *Daniel Deronda* (*Letters*, VI:193)---she had no advice for aspiring women except what she constantly told herself: work hard; constantly exert more effort. In *Daniel Deronda*, ch. xxiii, Klesmer's refusal to encourage Gwendolen to pursue a vocation has been criticized as George Eliot's unsympathetic view of the woman question, but she is only saying that Gwendolen's lack of interest in submitting to the discipline necessary to be a success guarantees her failure. To have given the fuller formula for George Eliot's own success--which, after excepting hard work, was: genius, pursuit of one of the few vocations that were accepted as proper to women, and the luck to have at her side one utterly devoted to her success---could hardly have had much relevance for most of her feminine contemporaries. Feminists who think that Marian should have looked to herself for a model of the successful woman forget not only that she was blessed with some circumstances unusually propitious but also that she waited a long time for success, and that, when it came, she associated it with death.

Moreover, she seems to have thought that success is so elusive (*Letters*, I:252; *Middlemarch*, ch. xxii, p. 215), and the factors that facilitate it so complicated, that one can say little about the process of securing success. In *Middlemarch*, she speaks of "the complicated probabilities of an arduous purpose, with all the possible thwartings, and furtherings of circumstance, all the niceties of inward balance, by which a man swims and makes his point or else is carried headlong" (ch. xv, 146; cf. ch. I, 485). Lydgate thinks that "the rare conjunctions of nature" that produce "something exceptional" "always depend on conditions that are not obvious" (ch. xvi, p. 158). "We know what a masquerade all development is, and what effective shapes may be disguised in helpless embryos. . . . Among all forms of mistake, prophecy is the most gratuitous" (ibid., ch. x, p. 82). Saying that the only thing she would care to dwell on in an autobiography would be her despair that she would not be able to achieve anything, and "a knowledge of this might be a help to some other struggler," she added, "but, on the other hand, it might only lead to an increase of bad writing."

Thus, like Stendhal, she was not interested in encouraging every woman to pursue a vocation. Though, in 1856, admiring Frederika Bremer's advocacy of women's liberation, she objects to her enticing women, in *Hertha*, to pursue professions by presenting them, "in the pink haze of visions and romance" rather than "in the `light of common day.'"

It can only tend to retard the admission that women may pursue [a career in medicine] with success, for a distinguished authoress to imply that they may be suitably prepared . . . by lectures on . . . a very nebulous thesis . . . , or to associate the attendance of women by the sick bed, not with the hard drudgery of real practice, but with the vicissitudes of a love-story. Women have not to prove that they can be emotional, and rhapsodic, and spiritualistic; every one believes that already.

While, in 1860, she expressed to Kate Field "great interest in all young girls who aspire to lead broader lives than those carved out by society," she, believing that "[f]ew are born to do the great work of the world," was an elitist, most interested in promoting talented persons like herself. But apparently she thought that these would succeed without outside help. "[W]ith every obstacle against her--sex and health and convention"--as Virginia Woolf describes her, believing that she had succeeded solely by merit, but forgetting Lewes's incomparable devotion (she would tell other aspirants that
recommendations are not the door to publication ([Letters, VII:177-78; VIII:251]), she may have thought that women do not usually fail through lack of opportunity. In "Silly Novels," she was more impressed with the fact that incompetent women were pursuing careers than with the fact that women were locked out of them. In 1849, she had written, "Opportunity is kind" ([Letters, I:277]). To those capable of doing "the great work of the world," "the field of usefulness will constantly widen," she thought, 26 though late in life she admitted, as Edith Simcox says, "that there might be cases--though infrequently--of people to whom opportunities do not come." 27 She argues that the inferior physiology of the grand Teutonic woman, 28 "more than unfavourable external circumstances," explains why women's intellectual contributions have been meager. 29 Perhaps, in her early writings, she underestimated the importance of sympathy to success, or perhaps she did not consider lack of sympathetic support a lack of opportunity, for it was lack of sympathy that explains her not writing fiction until she was almost thirty-seven, 30 as it explains Maggie Tulliver and Dorothea Brooke's failure to find vocations.

But the main reason that George Eliot was not interested in persuading women to become feminists--and doubtless one reason for her refusal actively to support women's rights--was her lack of faith in most women. Never having thought well of the majority of women, morally or intellectually, 31 she bitterly complained that women's work was often incompetent, that women often pursued work beyond their capacities. Most of "our own feminine literature," she wrote, "is made up of books which could have been better written by men." 32 In "Silly Novels," she excoriated incompetent women novelists, 33 writing, in 1858, "There is something more piteous almost than soapless poverty in this application of feminine incapacity to Literature" ([Letters, II:439]). In 1868, she wrote Barbara Bodichon:

> What I should like to be sure of as a result of higher education for women . . . is, their recognition of the great amount of social unproductive labour which needs to be done by women, and which is now either not done at all or done wretchedly.

No good can come to women, more than to any class of male mortals, while each aims at doing the highest kind of work which ought rather to be held in sanctity as what only the few can do well. I believe . . . that a more thorough education will tend to do away with the odious vulgarity of our notions about functions and employment, and to propagate the true gospel that the deepest disgrace is to insist on doing work for which we are unfit--to do work of any sort badly ([Letters, IV:425]).

In 1869, she writes of her imperfect sympathy for some women activists ([Letters, V:58])--possibly the "new women," whom Eliza Linton describes 34 and whom Marian may have thought of portraying in Gwendolen Harleth, 35 women who perhaps included those she deprecated as "overzealous champions of women [who] assert . . . even their moral superiority to men." 36 Having written, in 1853, that "[e]nfranchisement of women' only makes creeping progress; and that is best, for woman does not yet deserve a much better lot than man gives her" ([Letters, II:86]), she was wary of giving rights to women whom she thought would abuse them.

Finally, George Eliot thought of herself as an activist, "teaching the world through books" ([Letters, VI:405; cf. IV:301]). 37 Passionately wanting to "strengthen the good and mitigate the evil" ([L, VI:258]), through her books, so as to help bring in the millennium, 38 she was always concerned with the influence of her works, 39 regarding the "many deeply affecting assurances of [Adam Bede's] influence for good on individual minds" as a great
blessing (Journals, 143), and declaring, in 1871, that the only friend she cared much to acquire was "one who takes into his own life the spiritual outcome of mine" (L, V:229). And she was a powerful influence, as her immense fame testifies. Readers constantly testified to the "practical effectiveness" (Letters, IV:248) of her writings.

In fact, so concerned was she that her protests against women's constricted lives should issue in ameliorative action that she shrewdly seems to have tried to effect reform by appealing to men's self-interest. Emphasizing that debased women debase men ("Fuller and . . . Wollstonecraft," 989b), that ill-educated women destroy ambitious men like Lydgate, and understanding, like contemporary feminists, that women's lot is dependent on the lot men give her, she wrote, in 1867, that "young men . . . are "just the class I care most to influence" (Letters, IV:397). Emily Davies reported that Mrs. Lewes, who was anxious that the first women admitted to schools of higher education should serve as advertisements of the good of educating women (Letters, V:406), "said she thought the great thing to be hoped for from the College was that it would modify the opinions of men about the education of women, and assert in an emphatic way that . . . it ought to be on a par with that of men."

Desirous of making her fiction practically effective, George Eliot thought she would more forcefully present her views by maintaining the persona of a neutral observer in her fiction. She objected to readers equating her characters' views with her personal views (Letters, V:239), and she would not make her ideas public, as a political activist must, in order that people not read them into her fiction. In 1859, she wrote, "I am rather morbidly averse to anything that can be mistaken as a sign of a personal reason for a critical judgment" (Letters, III:100). In 1876, expressing gratitude for an admirer's sympathy with her conceptions, but refusing permission to publish her letter to him, (Letters, VI:288), she explained her conviction "that her influence as an author would be injured by presenting herself outside her books," saying that, because a public person's words are misinterpreted, misquoted, etc., she, by giving occasion to frivolous comment, "should be stepping out of my proper function and acting for what I think an evil result" (Letters, VI:289).

Furthermore, even if we disregard all the caveats I have mentioned, the fact that she was a retiring woman who shrank from publicity (L, V:193) and hated being lionized should absolve her of nonactivism motivated by antifeminism. Actually, nothing concerned her so much as love for her common-law husband and for her writing, the "best part of me" (L, V:133, 212), "worth living and suffering for" (L, III:187; cf. V:244, 437; VII:230; IX:192). Extolling "the supremacy of the intellectual life" (Middlemarch, ch. Ixxiii, p. 727), she organized her life around her work. Dedicated to it, always impatient about interruptions to it, she eschewed activities that would encroach on her time for study: she paid no visits, returned no calls, refrained from dining out, saw few people, refused to entertain visitors for extended periods (Letters, III:358), and abstained from letter-writing as much as possible (Letters, V:122). Resenting obligations that interfered with a life "passed chiefly in study and always in domestic ease" (Letters, IV:473), she complained about the "time-frittering work" (Letters, III:364) required by the "outsides" of her life, saying that, "too weary to be of use to any one else than Pater [Lewes]," she "detest[s] doing anything" (Letters, IV:234, 500). Indifferent to luxury (Letters, III:342), and disliking pleasure if troublesome--"from eating shrimps upwards" (Letters, V:340; cf. III:125; IV:479)--she wanted to be free of children, writing, in 1866,
that she is not "very open to the pleasures which may be found in our personal share of the grand-parents' joy" (Letters, IV:311-12). When Mrs. Taylor enlisted Sara Hennell to canvass for women's suffrage in 1867, Marian wrote Sara, "I love and honour my friend Mrs. Taylor, but it is impossible that she can judge beforehand of the proportionate toil and interruption such labours cause to women whose habits and duties differ so much from her own" (Letters, IV:390). In her later years, as "acquaintances and solicitations tendered to multiply" (Letters, IV:477), she established the Sunday open houses to economize time (Letters, IV:311), retreating at times to the country\footnote{52} to secure her tête à tête with Lewes.\footnote{53} Moreover, often indisposed, considering health her cross,\footnote{54} limiting her knowledge of life (Letters, III:128; IV:473; V: 31), she did not have the energy necessary for activism. Her situation was not unlike that of Elizabeth Barrett Browning, whose knowledge also was circumscribed by bad health,\footnote{55} but critics took Browning's illnesses more seriously, excusing her lack of activism.

If readers cannot conceive of George Eliot's nonactivism except as symptomatic of antifeminism, they have only to remember that for centuries few women complained openly about the injustices they suffered from a patriarchal society. In fact, until the second wave feminism, in the 1970's, women generally maintained a conspiracy of silence, "fear[ful] of being thought unlike others," as Leonora Halm-Eberstein says (Daniel Deronda, ch. li, p. 586), not caring to be derided for opposing ideas that seemed, even for many women, written in stone. Only when complaint became politically correct in the latter part of the last century, long after first wave feminism a century before, did women freely vent their frustration and anger. To judge George Eliot for not doing what most women did not do until modern times--when society is no longer united in brainwashing young women to accept patriarchal views of women's function and mission\footnote{56}--is unfair. Moreover, even would-be reformers in George Eliot's day were not always activists. Frances Power Cobbe, who "came closer to propounding a theory of patriarchy than did any other Victorian feminist," "was not a great feminist activist."\footnote{57}

George Eliot devoted her life to what was her favorite work (Letters, V:40; VII:217). (In Middlemarch, she argues that one should pursue the work one most enjoys, that being the work for which one is most fitted.) Why should she be thought antifeminist only because she was not an activist? I am not arguing that she was a feminist. I am only arguing that implying that her lack of activism is evidence of her antifeminism only confuses a complicated issue.

After the initial reference to a work by Marian Evans (ME) or George Eliot (GE), references to the work, where appropriate, are cited in the text.
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